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Abstract 

A definition of the notion of answerhood is formalized using a proof system, i.e. , 
Constructi ve Type Theory. The definition. which was proposed in the mid-eighties by 
Jeroen Groenendijk and Martin Stokhof. makes use of two concepts which, in the past 
fifteen years, have become centra) to the trade of forma) semantics: context change 
and context-dependence. The formalization using CTT is proposed as an alternative 
for Groenendijk and Stokhof's original formalization in possible-world semantics. It 
is demonstrated that CTT, and in particular the fact that CTT is a proof system, enables 
amore fine-grained analysis which can be turned into a computational model. Further
more, we contend that our formalization of the definition of answerhood is a natura) 
generalization of definitions of answerhood which are phrased in terms of unification 
of the question and the answer. 

1 Introduction 

The aim of thi s paper is to formalize a definition of answerhood which was proposed in 

Groenendijk and Stokhof ( 1984). The formalization is carried out in a proof system belong
ing toa class of mathematica! formali sms known as Constructive Type Theories (CTT; see, 

for in stance, Barendregt, 1992; De Bruijn, 1980; Martin-Löf, 1984 ). The definition which 
is to be formalized goes as follows: 

A proposition gives an answer toa question in an information set, if the inform

ation set to which that proposition is added offers an answer. (Groenendijk and 
Stokhof, 1984: 154) 

This definition is attractive because it employs two notions which, in the past fifteen 

years, have become centra! to the trade of forma! semantics. First, this definition of answer
hood brings out the context-dependence of the notion: a proposition answers a question rel

ative to an information set (an information set is Groenendijk and Stokhof's forma) equival
ent of a context). Second, the definition involves context change: only after a proposition is 

added to the context, it is checked whether the context answers the question. 

"Thanks are due to René Ahn. Robbert-Jan Beun and Tijn Borghui s for providing helpful comments on earlier 
versions of thi s paper. The author is parti ally funded by the co-operation unit of Brabant Universities (SOBU). 



A formalization of the definition will involve a framework for representing contexts, pro
positions and questions. Furthermore, within this framework it will have to be spelled out 

what it means for a context to answer a question. 
In Groenendijk and Stokhof ( 1984), a formalization in possible-world semantics is presen

ted. Contexts are identified with sets of possible worlds and questions are seen as partitions 
of sets of possible worlds. In section 5.5, we will give a more detailed account of this ap

proach. 
We present an altemative formalization in CTI. In Ahn & Kolb ( 1990), it is shown that 

CTI is a higher order generalization of ORT (Oiscourse Representation Theory; Kamp, 1981; 
Kamp & Reyle, l 993); the invention of ORT is one of the causes of the continued interest 
for context change and context-dependence in forma) semantics. 

We use CTI instead of ORT for the following two reasons. First, CTI is a proof sys
tem with well-studied meta-mathematica! properties (due to the fact that it was developed in 

mathematics and is a main topic of investigation in theoretica) computer science). Second, 
in CTI, proofs are represented explicitly in the object language, and can be seen as a gener

alization of the discourse referents of ORT. 
CTI also compares favorably in some respects to possible-world semantics. The advant

ages can be traced to the fact that CTI is a proof system working on the syntactic structures. 

Let us present three of these advantages. 

First, syntactic structures for representing meaning allow for very fine-grained distinc
tions which are not captured by accounts of meaning based on truth-conditions. This point 

is demonstrated in detail in section 5.5. 

A second related point is that inference in a proof system is associated with doing something, 
i.e., actually making inference steps. This fits well with the fact that checking whether a 

question is answered is a mental action which requires effort. It is typical for humans that 
they can only spend a limited amount of effort. The fact that in a proof system inference 
maps to actions, provides us with a peg for formulating constraints on the amount of effort 

that can be spend and thus allows fora picture of the notion of answerhood which takes into 
account the fact that humans have only limited processing capabilities. Such a peg is not 

available in the non-syntactic possible-worlds semantics. 
Third, a proof system, such as CTI, can serve as the basis for a computational model. 

Note that we do not claim that the formalization using CTI is a computational model by 

itself; we only claim that it can form the basis for such a model. The formalization itself is 

not computational because it deals with statements of the form A 1- B (B can be derived from 

A) which are not decidable. Standard Predicate Logic, which is known to be undecidable, 
can be embedded into the CTI which we use (the Curry-Howard-Oe Bruijn isomorphism). 

The formalization can, however, be made computational by placing restrictions on the use 
of derivation rules. For instance, a maxima! search depth could be stipulated. We will not 

deal with the precise restrictions that are required, but would like to stress that they can be 
formulated, whereas it is not obvious how to do something similar in the possible-worlds 

framework . 
Our formalization is in one respect also a bridge between an approach to answerhood 

which takes context into account and a class of context-independent accounts which deal 

with questions as as structures with gaps (or variables) and answers as the objects that can 
fill such gaps (Cohen, 1929; Katz, 1968; Scha, 1983; Prüst et al., 1994). For instance, the 
structure underlying the wh-question 'Who walks?' is person X and walk X. Answers, such 
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as 'John', can fill the gap X and count as true answers if the sentence which is obtained by 
filling the gap is true. We will mary this idea with context-dependence, by requiring that 
a filler does not have to be presented directly by the answer, but should be derivable (in a 
proof-theoretic sense) from the context extended with the answer. 

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present some reasons for taking con
text into account in any definition of the notion of answerhood. In section 3, an informal 
outline of CIT is presented. In section 4, questions and answers are analysed in terms of 
CIT. In section 5, a formalization of the definition of answerhood is given. Furthermore, 

in this section it is demonstrated how the formalization accounts for the role of context with 
respect to answerhood as described in section 2. In particular, we show that in at least one re
spect the formalization is superior to that of Groenendijk and Stokhof ( 1984 ). Furthermore, 
we sketch how the formalization can give rise toa computational model of answerhood. Fi
nally, in section 6, our conclusions are listed. 

2 The Role of Context 

The idea that the context plays an important role in a theory about the relation between ques
tions and answers originated in the work of Jaakko Hintikka on questions (e.g., Hintikka, 
1974). In this section we present four genera) grounds for rejecting any definition of an
swerhood which does not take context-dependence seriously. 

First, questions, just like assertions, have presuppositions, i.e., they can only be posed 
against certain common backgrounds. For instance, the question 'Who walks?' presupposes 
that there is somebody who walks. Therefore, this question makes no sense in a common 
background according to which nobody walks. 

Second, there are answers that only present a filler to the gap of a question with respect 
to the context. For example, in a situation in which John asks 'Where is Mary?' and it is 

part of the context (more specifically, common background) that IJ her car is in the garage, 
then Mary is at home, John's question can be answered with the sentence 'Her car is in the 
garage '. Tuis answer does not, on its own, present the filler for the gap which belongs to the 
wh-constituent 'where'. 

Third, some answers rule out certain fillers, rather than presenting them. Answers of this 
sort are known as partial answers.1 For example, 'Where is Mary?' can be answered with 
the sentence 'She is not at home'. Here context change plays an important role: the answer 
changes the context into one in which 'At home' is no Jonger a possible filler. 

Fourth, there are answers which raise new questions whose answers may also bring the 
questioner closer to an answer for the original question. Such answers are called indirect 
answers. 2 Consider 'Mary is at home if her car is in the garage' as an answer to the question 
'Where is Mary?'. The answer provides the questioner with a new question ('Is Mary's car 
in the garage?'), which if answered positively also resolves the original question. 

1 cf. Groenendijk and Stok hof (1984 ). 
2 cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984 ). 
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3 Constructive Type Theory 

In this section, CIT is described by comparing it with ORT. The comparison is based on the 
forma) embedding of ORT into CIT by Ahn and Kolb (1990). As we already pointed out, 
we chose for CIT instead of ORT as a formalism because CIT is a well-understood proof 
system whereas ORT was initially conceived of as a semantic representation system. 

In ORT, contexts are modelled as Oiscourse Representation Structures (ORSs). A ORS 
consists of a set of discourse referents and a set of conditions. The discourse referents can 
be seen as pegs, and the conditions as assignments of properties to these pegs. For instance, 
if the sentence A horse neighs is processed in an empty context, then a fresh referent and two 
conditions are added to the empty context. Tuis yields the new context [xlhorse(x), neigh(x)] 

(the empty context is represented as follows : [ 1 ]). The conditions attach the properties is a 

horse and neighs to the referent. 

3.1 Introductions 

In CIT, a context is modelled as a sequence of introductions. Introductions are of the form 
V : T , where V is a variable and T is the type of the variable. A context is an ordered 
sequence of introductions, because the type Tof an introduction may depend on other intro
ductions that precede it. We give an example of this shortly. 

The variable V in an introduction V : T (where T itself is of the type set, i.e., T : set) 

corresponds to a discourse referent in ORT. For instance, a referent for an entity from the 
set of harses is introduced as follows: x : horse. The type horse should only be used in 
the introduction x : horse if horse : set is already part of the context. In other words, the 
introduction horse : set has to precede the introduction x : horse. Tuis way, one introduction 
can depend on another introduction. Of course, the same argument applies to the type set. 

Tuis type is an inhabitant of the box (D), which by definition does not have a type. 
ORT's conditions correspond to introductions V : T, where T is of the type prop (short 

for proposition, again we have prop : D). Thus, the introduction y : neigh · x corresponds 

to the condition neigh(x). The type neigh · x (of type prop) is obtained by applying the type 
neigh to the object x. Therefore, it depends on the introductions of x and neigh. Since neigh · 

:r should be of the type prop, neigh must be a (function) type from the set of harses into 
propositions, i.e., neigh : horse -+ prop. 

The introduction y : neigh · x involves the variable y ( of the type neigh • x ). The variable 
y is said to be an inhabitant of neigh · x. Tuis raises the question of what sart of an entity the 
inhabitant of a proposition could possibly be. Curry (Curry and Feys, 1958) observed that 
propositions can be seen as classifying proofs (this is known as the 'propositions as types -
proofs as objects' interpretation of Type Theory). Tuis means that the aforementioned intro
duction states that there is a proof y for the proposition neigh · x. 

3.2 Function types 

In ORT, the proposition Every horse neighs is translated into the implicative condition: 

[x I horse(x)] => [ 1 neigh(x)] . 

In CIT this proposition corresponds to the type (Ilx : horse .neigh • x ), which is a de
pendent function type. It describes functions from the type horse into the type neigh • 1·. The 
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range of such a function (neigh · x ) depends on the object x to which it is applied. Suppose 
that we have an inhabitant f of this function type, i.e., f : (Ilx : horse.neigh · x). Toen 

we have a function which, when it is applied to an arbitrary object y of type horse, yields 

an inhabitant (/ · y) of the type neigh · y. In other words, f is a constructive proof for the 

proposition that Every horse neighs. 

3.3 Deduction 

CIT encompasses a number of deduction rules with which one can determine the type of an 
object in a given context. These rules can also be used to search for an object belonging toa 

particular type. In other words, the rules enable us to check whether in a context r it can be 

derived that object Eis of type T. Tuis notion is formally expressed as follows: r f-- E : T. 
The first rule is rather straightforward; it says that if we have a context that contains the 

introduction V : T, then we can deduce that in that context V is of type T (i .e., V : T). 

Below, in the representation of the rule, 0 stands for the concatenation of sequences. r 1 

and r 2 are sequences. 

Let us sketch a situation in which this rule can be employed. Suppose we have some 

context r containing the introduction p : neigh · r. Furthermore, assume that we want to find 

out whether an inhabitant of (in other words, a proof for) neigh · r can be derived in r. Tuis 

problem can be stated as follows : We are in search of a substitution S such that: 

(1) r f-- X: neigh · r[S] 

In ( 1 ), the capita! X is a so-called gap. The task is to find a substitution S for this gap 
such that ( 1) can be deduced. A substitution is a list of assignments of CIT variables to 

gaps, e.g., (G1 := Vi , ... , Gn := Vn) (where G1 , ... , Gn are gaps and Vi , ... , Vn CIT 
variables). (1) can indeed be deduced if we assume that Sis equal to (X := p), because in 
that case we can use the selection rule. We have an instance of (f 1 0 V : T ® f 2 ) f-- V: T 
(namely, r f-- p : neigh · r; remember that p : neigh ·ris a member off) and thus, according to 
the deduction rule, have to check whether ris a context. Tuis is indeed so, since we assumed 

it at the outset. 
With a proof system which is limited to the selection rule, one can only check whether an 

object is of a particular type by determining whether an introduction to this effect is a member 
of the context. CIT, however, avails over more deduction rules . One of them allows us to 

combine the information of different introductions. Tuis rule bears a close resemblance to 

the Modus Ponens scheme of Propositional Logic, and also involves function application: 

r f-- F : (IIx : A.B) r f-- a : A ( 
1
. . ) 

r f-- F. a: B[x := a] app 1cat1on 

For in stance, if a context r contains the introductions g : (Ily : horse .neigh • y) and 

b : horse, then we can use this rule to find an inhabitant of the type neigh • b. In other words, 
our goal is to find a substitution S such that r f-- P : neigh · b[S] . The substitution S should 
assign a value to the gap P. 
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The deduction rule tells us that (g · b) can be substituted for P, if r f- g : (Dy : 
horse .neigh • y) and r f- b : horse. Both can be deduced using the selection rule, because we 

assumed that g : (Dy : horse .neigh • y) and b : horse are members of r. Thus, we conclude 

that r f- (g · b) : neigh · b. 
Below we use f- b. for the deduction of more than one statement3 in a context. f- b. is 

defined as follows: 

D.1 r f-b. 51,--· , 5n ifT f- 51 , --. ,r f- 5n. 

4 Representing questions and answers in CTT 

Traditionally, questions are divided into three categories: (]) Yes/no-questions such as Does 
John walk?, (2) choice questions such as Does John walk or does Mary walk? and (3) Wh

questions, such as Who entered the room?, What did John eat?, Where does Mary live?, 
When did the bells ring?, Which woman entered the room?. 4 

We start by giving an account of wh-questions and show how the questions of the cat

egories (1) and (2) can be treated with the same technica) equipment. 
Wh-questions are also known as constituent questions, search questions and x-questions. 

The name x-question was proposed in Jes persen ( 1933). Jespersen argues that wh-questions, 
like algebraic equations, feature some unknown quantity. For instance, the variable x in the 

equation x = l + 1 seems to fulfil the same function as the wh-constituent 'what (number)' 
in 'What (number) is the sum of 1 and 1 ?' Both the variable x and the word what mark a gap 

in the formula/sentence. Tuis gap can be filled with a value. A value is said to be a solution 

or an answer if filling the gap with the value produces a true formula or sentence. 
According to Bäuerle and Zimmermann (1991 ), the idea that a question is a structure 

which contains one or more well-defined gaps was first proposed in Cohen ( 1929). We have 
al ready pointed out that this idea reemerged in the theories of Katz ( 1968), Scha ( 1983 ), Prüst 

et al. (1994). Of course, this is not an exhaustive list. 
Ahn (1994) uses gaps to represent wh-questions in CTI. His work is different from ours 

in that he does not give a forma) definition of the notion of answerhood. Furthermore, Ahn 

( 1994) does not discuss the treatment of yes/no-questions in CTI. 5 

In section 3.3, we show how a substitution fora gap can be found with respect to a con
text r by using the deduction mies backwards. We use this very same technique to check 

whether a context provides an answer toa question (this is the centra) concept in Groenendijk 

and Stokhof's definition of the question-answer relation). Before we illustrate this with an 

example, let us introduce two useful definitions: 

D. 2 A segment is a sequence of introductions. 

3 A statement is a pair E : T. where E and T are CTI-expressions. Notice that statements are different from 
introductions in two respects: first, introductions always belong to the context. and second. introductions are of 
the form V : T , where Visa variable and T a CTI-expression . 

4 How and why-questions do not occur on this list, although they do belong to the class of wh-questions. How 

and why-questions are not dealt with, because they bring with them a host of problems which are beyond the 
scope ofthis paper. For instance, how-questions require reasoning about actions, i.e .. changes in the world itself. 

5 Ahn (personal communication. 1995) proposes that yes/no-question are. just like wh-questions, introducing 
a gap. However, his suggestion for formalizing this idea is different from the formalization we present in this 
paper. Ahn would, for instance, represent Does john wa/k ? as P: walk· john V (walk• john---. .l). This 
representation. however, hinges on the assumption that we are dealing with a constructive ' V'. 
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D. 3 A negative segment is a sequence of introductions with at Least one gap. 

Take the question Who walks? We assume that there is some interpretation function 
which translates this question (given a context of interpretation) into the negative segment: 
X : person , P : walk• X . Furthermore, suppose that the introductions john : person , p : 

walk • john are a part of some context r. In that case, the question is answered in r. In other 
words, there is a substitution S such that: 6 

r l-1:,. X : person , P : walk· X[S] 

The substitution in question is (X := john , P := p). Tuis substitution fills the gaps 
that occur in the representation of the question. Notice, that there is a difference between 
the X and the P gap. The former is the gap whose value the questioner is interested in: it 
is filled by S with a referent for a person. P is a gap which is filled with a proof that this 
person walks. The questioner is, however, not interested in the identity of this proof: he is 
satisfied if he knows that there is a proof. Henceforth, we will write the former type of gaps 
in bold face and call them marked gaps to distinguish them from the second type of gaps. 7 

Thus the representation of Who walks? is X : person , P : walk · X . 
Yes/no-questions can be seen as a special kind of wh-question. For in stance,· the question 

Does Mary walk? can be assigned the following structure: Fis equal to (lt is true that) or Fis 

equal to ( lt isfalse that), and F Mary walks. Tuis interpretation corresponds to the following 
negative segment:8 

F : prop -+ prop, 

G: equal(F , Àx: prop.x) V equal(F, Àx: prop. x-+ .l), 
Q : F · ( walk · m) 

The translation of choice questions can be constructed with the help of selection func
tions (e.g., Àx .Ày.x and Àx.Ày.y). For instance, the translation of Does John walk or does 

Mary walk? is 

F : prop-+ (prop-+ prop), 

G : (equal(F , Àx: prop.Ày: prop.x) V equal(F , Àx: prop.Ày: prop.y)) , 

Q : (F ·(walk · j)) ·(walk· m) 

We have shown how the three basic types of questions can be represented in CTT. Let 
us now turn to the representation of answers. 

We assume that answers to questions are propositions. A proposition can be expressed 
by a variety of linguistic objects; the prototypical object is the full sentence. However, in 
answers to questions, ellipsis frequently occurs: 'A: Who walks? B: John' . In this case, the 
name 'John' is used to express the proposition that John walks. Tuis example illustrates that 
the question is required to compute the propositional content of the answer. The same ho Ids 

6 f- .c,. is defined in definition 1. 
7 1n the early seventies, N.G. De Bruijn proposed a distinction between proofs which is based on the same idea, 

namely that the identity of some proofs matters whereas that of other does not , and called it proof irrelevance; 
see De Bruijn ( I 980). 

8 1n order to ensure the equal really is the equality on functions from propositions to propositions, we assume 
that the appropriate axioms, e.g. retlexivity, are part of the context. 
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for the answers 'Yes ' and 'No'. Given the question 'Does John walk?', the answer 'Yes' 

expresses the proposition that John walks. 
Propositions are normally about objects, which can be introduced linguistically with noun 

phrases (NPs). We assume that formally an indefinite NP corresponds to the introduction of 
a fresh variable for the object in question (e.g., 'a man' corresponds to x : man). On the other 

hand, definites refer to objects which are already supposed to be in the context. This means 
that they do not give rise to the introduction of a new variable. For instance, in a context in 

which there is only one introduction of afat man (c : man, p : fat · c) the proposition that 
the man walks can be represented as q : walk · c. Here, we have assumed that the definite 

description 'the man' refers to the individual that the variable c stands for. 

Things are different with regards to questions. Expressions which as part of an assertion 

introduce real CTT variables, introduce a gap when they are part of a question. Thus, an 
indefinite NP occurring in a question introduces a gap. Consider example 2. 

(2) Who opened a door. 

Tuis sentence translates into: 

(3) X : person, Y : door , P: open· Y · X 

Notice, that ' a door' corresponds to Y : door . Furthermore, P is a gap which requires 
filling by a proof for the proposition which is obtained after filling in variable for X and Y 
in open · Y · X. The only gap which the questioner is really interested in, i.e. wants to know 
the value of, is X . For the other two gaps he only wants to know whether they can be filled 
or not, given a value for X . 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to define a full mapping from natura) language ex

pressions to (negative) CTT segments. We have limited ourselves to pointing out the basic 

characteristics of the segments for representing questions and answers and assume that a full 

mapping can be given, possibly, using a compositional translation function (compare, for in
stance, Muskens ( 1996) who provides a compositional translation function fora fragment of 

natura) language into an encoding of ORT in Church's classical type logic). 

5 Formalizing answerhood 

Groenendijk and Stokhof ( 1984) formalized their definition of answerhood in possible-world 

semantics. They model an information set of an agent as a set of possible worlds, i.e., those 
worlds which are compatible with the information available to the agent. A question is taken 

to be a partition on this set (see also Hamblin ( 1971) for the use of partitions to model ques

tions). For instance, a yes/no-question such as 'Does John walk?', partitions the information 
set W into a subset A of worlds in which John walks and a subset B of worlds in which he 

doesn 't walk. A proposition P now counts as an answer if, after W has been updated with P 
(i .e., all worlds which are incompatible with P are thrown out of W), W is a subset of A or 
of B. In other words, either John walks or John doesn 't walk holds in the new information 

set. In fact, Groenendijk and Stokhof's theory is much more elaborate than the picture we 

have sketched of it. The more complicated aspects of the theory are mainly required to treat 
partial and indirect answers. 
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Tuis sketch of Groenendijk and Stokhof's formalization allows us give a description of 
their treatment of indirect answers. Below, this treatment is compared to the formalization 
of the notion of answerhood in CIT. Before we present the comparison, we deal with the 
following three points. First, we give amore detailed picture of the kind of contexts with re
spect to which answerhood is defined. Second, we tackle the first sort of context-dependence 
of questions: the fact that they induce presuppositions. Third, the formalization of answer
hood using CIT is presented. In defining answerhood, we proceed as follows: we start with 

a definition of direct answers, which is stepwise extended to cover the different types of 
context-dependence of answers. 

5.1 The common background as context 

Below, the context is equated with what Stalnaker (1974) calls the common background. 
Stalnaker proposes that the common background is the place where the presuppositions of a 
discourse are stored. We define the common background (henceforth, f) more specifically 
as containing the declarative information which both dialogue participants have covertly or 
overtly agreed to accept. 

The information that has been accepted covertly consists of background information which 
the members of a community are presumed to share,9 whereas the overtly accepted inform
ation consists of the declarative information which the participants have agreed to accept 
during the dialogue. 

The fact that a dialogue participant assumes that all this information is commonly agreed 
upon, means that he expects none of the dialogue participants to act in a way which is incom
patible with this information. Here we will assume, also following Stalnaker, that this means 
at least the following two things: a dialogue participant does not present information which 
contradicts the common background and also does not present information which already 

follows from the common background. The Jatter rule forces the dialogue participants to be 
informative with respect to the common background. 

The two rules have the following forma! counterparts in CIT: 

D. 4 (Consistency) A segment Ais consistent with respect tor iff it is not the case that there 

is a proof p such that I' 0 A 1- p : 1-

In words, it should not be possible to derive a proof for 1- in r 0 A, since in that case 
anything is derivable.10 

D. 5 (lnformativity) A segment A is informative with respect to I' iff it is not the case that 

r ró. A 

Thus, a segment is only informative with respect tor if it cannot be derived from r. 

9The background information depends on the dialogue situation: the background information relevant to 
small talk is different from the information which the players of a soccer game are committed to. 

10The type of J.. is: (Ilp : prop.p ). Thi s means that when a proof for J.. is applied to some arbitrary proposi
tion, a proof for this proposition is obtained. 
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5.2 Presuppositions 

It has been noted that wh-questions trigger a particular kind of presuppositions which can 

be read of from the question by replacing the wh-constituents with corresponding indefinite 

descriptions. For instance, 'Who walks?' is said to presuppose that somebody walks. We 

can formalize this in our framework, by requiring that for a wh-question Q, there should be 

some substitution S such that r 1- Q[S] . In words, somebody walks should be derivable in 
r. Tuis may, however, conflict with the intuition that also if it does not follow from the con
text that somebody walks, the question 'Who walks?' is acceptable. Tuis can be explained 
by assuming that a presupposition can be accommodated, i.e., added to the context, if this 

operation does not yield an inconsistent context. Thus, the aforementioned presupposition 
cannot be accommodated it it can be derived in r that nobody walks (II x : person.(IIp : 
walk· x . .J..)). 11 

5.3 Direct answers and inference 

We start by giving a definition of the notion of a direct answer. 

D. 6 (Direct answer) A negative segment Q is directly answered by a segment A in a context 
r, iff the re is a substitution S such that: 

/ . f 0 A 1- A Q[S] ; 

2. r 0 A is consistent; and 

3. Forall S' which differ at most/rom Sin their assignments to non-marked gaps, Q[S'] 
is informative with respect to r. 

The definition says that A directly answers Q iffthere is a substitution S, such that Q[S] 
is derivable in the context extended with the answer A. Furthermore, the conditions 2. and 
3. about consistency and informativity have to be satisfied. The condition on consistency 

speaks for itself. The condition on informativity requires some explanatory remarks. Con
sider, for example, the substitution (X := john, P := q) for the negative segment 4. 

(4) X: person , P: walk· X 

Tuis negative segment corresponds to the question in (5). 

(5) Who walks? 

Suppose we have an answer to this question which if it is added to the context r yields 

a substitution S 1 which assigns the variable john to the gap X and some proof of the pro
position that John walks to the gap P. Now, condition 3. tells us that any segment which can 
be obtained from (4) by applying X:= john, and some arbitrary substitution on P (in other 
words, a substitution which differs at most from S1 in the variables that its assigns to non

marked gaps), should be informative with respect to the context r. This means that in r there 

11 See. for instance, Krahmer & Pi wek ( 1996) for the treatment of presuppositions (and. in particular, presup
posi tion projection) in CTI. 
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should be no proof of the proposition that John walks. Thus the condition 3. prevents some

body from answering 'John walks' when it is already derivable in the common background 

that John walks. 
Let us now have a closer look at condition 1. Consider again the question 'Who walks?'. 

According to our definition 'John walks' is a direct answer to (5). The forma) representation 

for this answer is q : walk· john. If this introduction is added to the context r, then there is 
a substitution S such that (we assume that also the conditions 2. and 3. are fulfilled): 

(6) r 18) q : walk• john f- t,,. X : person , P : walk· X[S] 

The substitution in question is (X := john , P := q) . In this case, there is a straightfor

ward relation between the representations of the question and the answer: q : walk · john 

and X : person , P : walk · X can be unified by applying the aforementioned substitution 

(and, in fact, this is what the proof system does in order to verify the derivation; the selection 

rule is applied in this case, see section 3.3). Tuis reveals the relation between our approach 
and the work by Katz (] 968) up to the work by Prüst et al. (] 994) in which unification is put 

forward as the basic mechanism for explaining the relation between questions and answers. 
Unification is the basic operation of a simpte proof system which consists of the selection 

rule. Let us now indicate the limits of such simpte proof systems. Consider example (7) as 
a reply to question (5). 

(7) John's car is broken . 

We represent this sentence as follows, assuming that 'John's car' is represented in the 
context by the variable john' s_ car: 

(8) r : braken· john' s _car 

Evidently, no unification is possible between (4) and (8). Thus, unification rules (7) out 

as a direct answer. Naw, suppose that it is common background that if John s car is braken, 

then he walks: 

(9) f: (ITa: (braken· john's_car).walk ·John) 

Given such ar, we would like to predict that (7) counts as a direct answer (the term direct 

answer may be somewhat misplaced in this context. Nevertheless, we have used it in order 
to contrast the answers that are discussed in this section with the truly indirect answers which 
are discussed in section 5.5). Tuis is precisely what can be done by employing a deductive 

system such as CIT. If we take S = ( X:=John, P:= f · r) then it holds that 

(JO) r 0 (8) f- ó. (4) [5] 

In this case, a substitution for P is obtained by combining the background information 

and the answer. Tuis is witnessed by the proof object which is assigned to P : this proof 
object consist of r (the proof object introduced by the answer) and f (the proof object for 
the conditional that is a member of the common background f). 
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5.4 Partial answers 

A partial answer is an answer which rules out one or more direct answers to a question. For 
instance, 'John doesn't walk' is a partial answer to question (5), since it rules out the answer 
'John walks' . The definition of a partial answer is given below. It contains the operator NOT 

which is first defined. 

D. 7 (NOT) NOT(A1 : B1 , . .. , A n : Bn) is equal to A1 : B~, . .. , A n : B~. where B~ is 

B x ___. ..l if there is an S such that r 1- B x : prop[S], and else B~ is B x. 

The operator NOTtransforms all propositional part of a segment into their negation . Let 
us illustrate the use of NOT with an example. (1 l.a) is an abbreviation of (11.b ): 

(1]) a. NOT(X : person , P : walk · X) 

b. X : person , P: (walk· X) ___. ..l 

D. 8 (Partial answer) A negative segment Q is partially answered by an introduction A in 

a context r, iff the re is a substitution S such that: 

1. f 0 A 1-ó NOT(Q)[S] ; 

2. r cg, A is consistent; and 

3. For all S' which dif.fer at mostfrom Sin their assignments to non-marked gaps, 

NOT(Q )[S'] is informative with respect to r. 

Thus, if in context r the question (5) corresponding to the representation (4) is posed, 

then we have a partial answer for this question if a substitution can be found for (11.b) in r 
extended with the answer. Suppose the answer is John doesn 't walk. Forrnally, this answer 

is represented as n : (walk · john) ___. ..l. Now the substitution (X :=john, P:=n) can be 
found. 

5.5 Indirect answers 

Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) think of indirect answers as providing the questioner with 
new ways for getting an answer to the original question. For instance, ifthe questioner asks 

whether <jJ , then ij 1/J then <jJ provides an indirect answer, because now the questioner can 
obtain an answer to the original question by finding out whether 1/J holds. The indirect answer 
suggests a new question (i.e., whether 1/J ). If the questioner discovers that 1/J holds, then the 
original question has automatically been answered. 

Groenendijk and Stokhof forrnalize the notion of indirect answer roughly as follows : 

Given an information set 1 and a question Q, A is an indirect answer iff there is some question 
R in l' (] updated with A), such that more answers to Rare (partial) answers to Q in l' than in 

1. Furtherrnore, the following condition has to hold: Rand Q should not be conversationally 
equivalent. 

Notice that this definition is computationally rather impractical. First, it requires coming 
up with a new question. There is nothing which guides us in the search for such a question. 
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Second, there is the notion of conversational equivalence. Two questions are conversation
ally equivalent if 'the questioner has to assume that an infonnant will be able to answer the 
one question truthfully iff she is able to answer the other truthfully as wel!. So, if a proposi

tion gives rise toa new question which is conversationally equivalent to the original one, the 
entire point of providing an indirect answer vanishes' (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1984: 164 ). 

The problem is that Groenendijk and Stokhof do not provide a fonnal definition of conversa
tional equivalence, whereas it does play an important role, as is witnessed by the following 

example which they describe. 

Suppose we have an infonnation set with respect to which the following two atomie pro

positions <P and 1/; are totally independent. Now it is impossible that that <P provides an in
direct answer to the question whether 'l/; . It, however, does so if we do not take conversa

tional equivalence into account: if <f> is added to the information set, then whether 'l/; does 
depend more on the question whether if <f> then 'l/; (since a positive answer to the question 
also provides an answer to the original question, whereas it didn't in the infonnation state to 
which d> had not yet been added). 

We show that the aforementioned two problems can be avoided in our approach. Firstly, 
there is the problem of detennining which new question becomes interesting after an indirect 
answer. Ina syntactic approach this can be read of from the structure of the representation of 

the answer in case of a conditional answer. A conditional answer is a specific sort of indirect 
answer. For instance, the aforementioned indirect answer if '!/J then <f> to the question whether 

<P is a conditional answer. It translates into f : (Ilp : 1/;.</> ). The relevant infonnation is p : 1/J , 
i.e ., the (abstraction) domain of the Il-type. Indirect answerhood can be tested as follows: 

add not only the answer f : (Ilp : 'lj;.<f> ) to the context but also, temporarily, the relevant 

information p : 1/; . Subsequently, check whether in this context (f 0 f : (Ilp : 1/; .</>) 0 p : 1/;) 
the question is (partially) answered. In this case, the question can indeed be answered in the 

thus extended context; a proof can be constructed for 1/; (i.e., f · p). In other words, there is 

an S such that in the context it can be derived that: 12 

F : prop --+ prop, 

G: equal(F, Àx: prop.x) V equal(F, Àx : prop.x--+ _i), 
Q : F ·'l/; [5] 

Let us now provide a fonnalization for the notion of conditional answerhood. For that 
purpose, we first have to define a function for obtaining the abstraction domain of a Il-type, 
such that it can be added to r. We do, however, have to be careful. We do not want r to 

become inconsistent in the process of doing so. Thus, the function returns only those intro

duction which do not yield an inconsistent context. Formally, the segment consisting of the 

introduction of the abstraction domain of the conditional answer which can be added to the 
context is retumed by the function <1> . Tuis function is defined after the following notational 

convention, which makes reading and manipulating Il-types somewhat easier. 

N.C.1 (I1(x1: T1 , ... ,xn: Tn).B) isanabbreviationforthell-type (Ilx1: T1 . . .. (Ilxn: 
Tn .B) .. . ). 

12The substitution in question is (F := ,\x : prop.x, Q := f • p , G := r), where ris a proof of the fact that 
,\x : prop.x is equal to ,\x : prop.x. This follows from the reflexivity axiom for equality. 
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D. 9 (<I>-segment) Given a statement A = f : (Il(x 1 : T1 , . . . , Xn : Tn).B) and a context 

r. 
<I>(A) = X1 : T1, ... , Xn : Tn ij[ @ X] : T1 , .. . , Xn : Tn is consistent; 

<I>(A) = X1: T1 , . . . , Xm: Tmform < n ij 

J. r 0 X1 : T1 ' . . . 'Xm : T m is consistent; and 

2. r 0 X 1 : T1) ... ' Xm : T m , Xm+l : T m+l is inconsistent. 

With the help of the just defined <I>, we can now define conditional answerhood. 

D. 10 (Conditional answer) A negative segment Q is conditionally answered by a state

ment A (= f : Il(x 1 : T1 .... . Ilxn : Tn) .B) in a context r, if.f there is a substitution S such 

that: 

J. r @ <I>(A) 0 A f- c:,. Q[S]; 

2. ( consistency) A is consistent with respect to r 0 <I>( A ); 

3. (informativity) For all S', Q[S'] is informative with respect tor 0 <I>(À), where S' 
differs at most from S in the assignment of C1T variables to unmarked gaps. 

or 

J. r 0 <I>(A) 0 A f- c:,. NOT( Q)[S]; 

2. (consistency ) Ais consistent with respect tor 0 <I>(A); 

3. (informativity) Forall S', NOT(Q)[S'] is informative with respect to f @<I>(A), where 

S' dif.fers at most from S in the assignment of C1T variables to unmarked gaps. 

Basically, we check whether r extended with the answer and the antecedents of the an

swer (assuming they can be added without losing consistency) provides a direct or partial 

answer to the question. 
Notice, that this definition also allows us to deal with answers containing universa) quan

tifiers, since these are also represented as Il-types. For instance, the answer 'Everyone' to 
the question 'Who walks?' translates into g : Ilx : person.walk · x . Checking whether 

this is an answer according to the definition, amounts temporarily extending the context with 

x : person and g : Ilx : person.walk · x. Notice that after that operation, a substitution can 

be found for the forma) representation of the question (X : person , P : walk · X). The 

substitution in question is (X := x, P := g · x). 
We have now defined conditional answers. We will use the definition as a basis for a 

full definition of indirect answerhood. A conditional answer can be seen as the most rudi

mentary type of indirect answer. Indirect answers can be defined as follows on the basis of 
conditional answer: an indirect answer is an answer which when added to the context, al
Iows us to derive a (new) conditional answer. According to this definition, also conditional 
answers are indirect answers, since the addition of a conditional answer to the context, yields 
a context in which that conditional answer can be derived. 

Formally, we obtain the following definition: 
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D. 11 (Indirect answer) A negative segment Q is indirectly answered by a segment A in a 

context r. iff the re is an A' such that: 

l.f @ Af-b.A'; 

2. A' is a conditional answer to Q in the context r 0 A; 

3. ( consistency) r 0 A is consistent; 

4. ( informativity) lt is not the case that [ f- b. A' . 

Let us give an abstract example of an indirect answer. Suppose that r contains the fol

lowing introduction: f : Il(x : a, y : 8, z : ,).6. The question at stake is whether 6, and 
the informer provides the answer a : a. If we extend the context with the answer, then we 

can derive f · a : Il(y : /3, z : , ).6, which is a conditional answer with respect tor 0 a : a 
(and could not be derived in f) . In Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984 ), the fact that a : o, is 

an indirect answer, is accounted for by the fact that in the context extended with this answer 
the question whether (ij /3 and, then 6) becomes relevant. 

The question now arises whether our definition of indirect answerhood covers all in

stances of indirect answers that Groenendijk and Stokhof cover with their definition. Ac

cording to their definition, an indirect answer A leads to a context in which there is at least 
one question which was not present in the previous context and whose answer X also (par

tially) answers the original question Q. In our framework, this means that there should be a 

substitution S such that (conditions on informativity and consistency are not relevant at this 
point of the discussion and therefore left implicit) : 

r 0 A ® X f- b. Q [ 5] ; or 

r 0 A 0 X f-b. NOT(QJ[S] . 

In words, the context r 0 A extended with the answer X to the new question, should 
yield a direct or partial answer to the original question Q. But this corresponds to having a 
substitution S such that: 13 

r 0 A f-b. p: Il(X).Q[S]; or 

r ~) A f-b. p: Il (X) .NOT(QJ[S] . 

The two formulae after f- b. are in fact, according to our definitions, conditional answers 
to Q. Therefore, the answer A fulfills the criteria for being an indirect answer: adding A to 
the context yields a context in which a conditional answer can be derived. 

The next question that may be raised is whether our definition is also infected by the 

problem of conversational equivalence. Reconsider the situation in which the two atomie 

propositions cf> and î/J are independent with respect to some context r . Somebody asks whether 

î/J. Let us see whether according to our definition of indirect answers, cf> is an indirect answer 
in this situation. At first sight, it does indeed seem to be so, since there seems to be a con

ditional answer to whether 'Ij; which can be derived in r 0 p : cf>. The type of the answer is 

13 Compare it with the following equivalence for propositional logic : r , p 1- q <=} r 1- p - q. 
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( <jJ -. 1/.') __. 'I/J . 14 This answer meets the first condition of definition 10: if this answer and 

a proof for its antecedent ( dJ -. î/J ) are added to r @ p : <P, then a proof for î/J can be de
rived. We have, however, not yet taken the informativity condition on conditional answers 
into account; it says that the answer to the original question whether 'I/J ) should not already 

follow from the context extended with only the antecedent, i.e., r @ p : <P @ q : <P -. 'I/J ; but 
as can easily be verified, it actually does follow. Thus, we may conclude that the inform

ativity condition rules out <jJ as an answer to whether 'I/J , and frees us from the problem of 

conversational equivalence. 
Finally, we would like to note that there are responses to questions which may be termed 

answers, which Groenendijk and Stokhof (] 984) do not deal with. Let us give an example. 
Suppose that it can be derived in r that if <jJ then 'I/J . Furthennore, the question again is 

whether 'Ij) . Now, the assertion of not (/) seems informative for the questioner: this answer 
rules out one line of investigation for the questioner, i.e., looking for an answer to <P in order 

to find an answer to 'I/J . We will call this sort of answer a preventive answer, because it is 
intended to prevent the questioner from searching for an answer in the wrong direction. In 

our framework, this sort of response or answer can be easily formalized: 

D. 12 (preventive answer) Segment A is a preventive answer to negative segment Q in r 
iff the re is some answer A' such that: 

I. A' answers Q in f ; 

2. A' does not answer Q in r (8, A. 

5.6 Some other pragmatic aspects 

We have presented different sorts of answers without dealing with the question which sort of 

answer is preferred in a given dialogue situation. Preferences do, however, seem to exist. For 
instance, given the question whether 'l/J and the fact that <jJ can be derived in r, the conditional 

answer ij <P then 'l/J seems less preferred than the straightforward answer 'Ij; . In this case, the 

conditional answer raises a question which has already been answered, and therefore seems 

to introduce an unnecessary detour for arriving at the direct answer ('Ij; ). Nevertheless, we 

have to be carefull. Sometimes, a conditional answer, may be useful, because it supplies 

the questioner with a rule which can also be applied in situations different from the current 

situations. For instance, the question 'Are the tiles wet?' may be answered with 'lf it rains 
then the tiles are wet.', although it is already common background that it rains. This way, 

the next time it rains, the questioner can the deduce that the tiles are wet. 15 

The specificity of an answer may be another factor which determines the suitability of an 
answer in a given situation. For instance, question (5) can be answered with such divergent 

answers as: 

( 12) A man walks. 

(13) That man walks. (& pointing) 
14 We have p: dJ 1- (>-.q: rj) ~ ,/J .q · p) : (rj) ~ 1/J ) ~ ,/J . This follows (using CTT's abstraction rule. which 

is closely related to arrow introduction in propositional logic) from p : dJ , q : rj) ~ ,/J 1- q · p : 'Ij, . 
15To examine these issues in more detail. it seems interesting to look at questions within the more wider con

text of dialogues, and particularly their role in sub-dialogues. See, for instance. Beun ( 1994) fora framework in 
which such research could be carried out. 
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(14) The tallest man walks. 
(15) John walks. 

In particular, the first answer is less specific that the other three. It does not allow the 

questioner to select one particular real world individual. The other answers are more specific, 

but in different ways. Answer (13) is specific, because the referent for the man is linked toa 

real object through a pointing gesture. Answer (14) provides a description which uniquely 

identifies one individual. Finally, (15) contains a name which stands fora real world indi

vidual. 

So much for the appropriateness of answers with respect to the situation in which the 

question is posed. We want to briefly broach another issue which is prominent in the literat

ure on questions: the exhaustivity of answers. The problem of exhaustivity is the following: 

should an answer be interpreted as giving one or more fillers for the gap corresponding to the 

question or should the answer be interpreted as providing exactly those fillers (no more and 

no less) that fill the gap. An answer which is interpreted as providing precisely the the fillers 

asked for is called exhaustive. We think that if an answer is exhaustive, this information has 

to be added separately to the contexts, through a proposition which says every possible filler 

is included in the set of fillers provided by the answer. 

For instance, if 'John walks' is an exhaustive answer to the question 'Who walks?', then 

not only 'John walks ' is added to the context, but also 'For every person, if that person walks, 
then that person is John '. 

Finally, something about the distinction between true and fal se answers. To draw this 

distinction, an answer has to be evaluated with respect to a language extemal reality. Tuis 

could, for instance, be done exploiting the translation between CTT context and DRSs (Ahn 

& Kolb, 1990). For DRSs, a truth-conditional semantics is available. Altematively, one 

could check whether the answer can be derived in the CTT context of some omniscient be

ing n (i .e., God, cf. Ahn and Kolb, 1990). These are both technical solutions, depending 

on an absolute notion of truth, instead of embedding truth into a theory of human behavior. 

The Jatter sort of theory might link the truth of some proposition q; to what somebody would 

perceive under normal circumstances, were q; to be true. 

5. 7 A remark on a computational model 

In this section, we indicate how to turn our framework into a computational model of an

swerhood. Our framework is based on a proof system which can be implemented. It suffers, 

however, from the problem that any proof system suffers from that deals with a logic which 

is as strong as predicate logic : it is not decidable. Tuis means that we need heuristics in or

der to make the system run properly (i.e., not go into a non-terminating search process now 
and again). 

The heuristics (for instance, specifying the search depth or order of search) can be seen 

as being associated with an agent A . In our definitions, we can then replace any occurrence 

of r f- 6 C with 

Agent A can computer f- 6 C. 

Thi s means that whether something counts as an answer comes to depend on the pro

cessing capabilities of A, and thus the notion of answer is relativised with respect to the 

questioner. In other words, answers which I cannot grasp are no answers for me. 
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6 Conclusions 

CTI is suitable for formalizing the notion of answerhood in such a way that the context

dependence of answers (see section 2 for a description of four sorts of context-dependen

ce) is properly accounted for. The formalization which has been presented is based on the 

idea that a question presents a gap in the information of the questioner, and that determining 

whether a context fills a gap comes down to performing a deduction in a proof system. 

Our approach is shown to build on two types of theories about answerhood which are 

well-represented in the literature. First, we show that our approach generalizes those theor

ies that start from the idea that answerhood should be explicated in terms of the possibility 

to unify a question and its answer (e.g., Katz, 1968, Scha, 1983). Second, the dynamic and 

contextual side of answerhood, as reflected in Groenendijk and Stokhof's definition of an

swerhood, is formalized . The formalization on the basis ofCTI seems to provide an advant

age when it comes to dealing with indirect answers. The fact that our approach operates on 

the logica) (syntactic) form of answers (as opposed to the operations on possible worlds as 

employed by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984)) appears to allow for a more straightforward 

definition of the notion of indirect answer, which circumvents the problem of conversational 

equivalence. 

Finally, a practical advantage of the formalization that has been presented is that the 

forma) definition can be fitted into a computational model, which is applicable in question

answering systems of the future. Work remains to be done on formulating pragmatic con

straints for ordering answers with respect to their appropriateness (e.g., the specificity of an 

answer plays an important role, but see also Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) for using the 

Gricean maxims as a possible way to rank answers with respect to their appropriateness). 
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